


Project concept 

My biggest inspiration in my work is nature. Whenever my creativity is stuck, I look for inspiration and references 
outside, I look at pictures of flowers, meadows, rivers, and gather my ideas, which then I put onto a piece of clothing or 
design. This is what I will revolve my project around. Nature. 

In my design process, I try to give my projects and ideas a deeper meaning and take observations and inspirations from In my design process, I try to give my projects and ideas a deeper meaning and take observations and inspirations from 
things that are personal to me. Growing up in Poland, being around polish costumes, folklore and nature, i want to take 
it into my work and modernise it to today's fashion. By looking at the craft, colours and shapes to come up with 
innovative designs, i want to show that elements of traditional costumes don't have to be only associated with old, dated 
clothing and the idea that they only belong in certain settings, but through inventive and experimental techniques, can 
be transformed to contemporary fashion. Through the references of the common poppy (papaver rhoeas), which is a 
national flower of Poland, i will include the element of nature in my project, looking at its shape and colour to 
showcase its elegance and beauty through the craft of patchwork. Utilising deadstock fabrics to upcycle and create an 
image on a piece of clothing to honour its roughness and symbolism. The goal of this project is to use recycled and 
discarded fabrics throughout the whole connection in one way or the other to tell a story and reflect on most 
important elements of polish culture. 
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